
                    Name Tag Holders for FTWG 
 
Here is information about the name tag holders that our Guild is making for the Florida Tropical 
Weavers Guild Conference in March of 2017.  The exact number of holders is not known but we are 
thinking 125-150.  The holders are simple flat pockets open at the top with a cord attached at each 
side of the top so the holder can be worn around the neck. The inside dimensions of the pocket 
should be: 3 1/8" (min.) x 4".  The finished inside width needs to be such that a 3" x 5" index card 
can be easily inserted vertically into the holder with about 1" of the card visible above the top of the 
holder.  
 
There is no restriction on fiber, pattern, color, weave structure or construction method.  Some have 
seams along both sides with a selvedge or small hem at the top of the pocket.  Others have a seam 
along the bottom and one side, again with a selvedge or small hem at the top. Or a holder can be 
made from two separate pieces with seams on three sides.  The seam(s) can be turned to the inside 
or, for thicker fabric, trimmed and raveled and left on the outside.  
 
See some photos of  examples:   
The two blue ones were sewn and then turned so the seams are on the inside.  The fold is along one 
side so the seams are along the bottom and one side.  
The others are warp ends from a workshop and are heavier material so they were sewn and not 
turned, leaving the seam allowance to make a short “fringe” along the sides.  The fold is along the 
bottom with seams up each side. 
 
The cords are several strands of fiber 
twisted like fringe and attached 
separately.  Two have the cords 
attached at the top on each side and 
two have the cords attached from the 
top partway down each side. Cord 
length = ~34-36" plus whatever is used 
for the attachment.  (The cord can 
always be easily shortened via a knot in 
the cord at the back. 
 
One shows the 3" x 5" card in the 
holder. 
 
For less firm fabric, I used spray starch 
or light interface.   
 
 
 
 


